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Abstract. We present solar energetic particle events observed at 1 AU from the Sun for 
which the proton energy spectra at energies between ~50 keV to ~1 MeV flatten 
during a period of at least ~12 hours prior to the passage of the associated 
interplanetary shock. The flattening of the proton energy spectra occurs when the 
source of the particles (presumably the traveling interplanetary shock) is still 
downwind from the spacecraft and particle intensities are still continuously increasing. 
The arrival of the shock at the spacecraft is then characterized by a steepening of the 
spectra, where low-energy proton intensities show a more pronounced enhancement 
than the high-energy proton intensities. We discuss the mechanisms that may result in 
this flattening of the spectra in terms of current models presented in the literature. 
1.  Introduction 
The time evolution of the solar energetic particle (SEP) intensities measured in interplanetary (IP) 
space depends on both the acceleration processes responsible for the energization of the particles and 
the transport processes undergone by the particles during their travel from their sources to the 
observing spacecraft. Both the acceleration and the transport processes depend on a large number of 
factors, among them the energy achieved by the particle, which controls its ability to escape from the 
acceleration region and regulates the effects that the ambient medium has on its transport before 
reaching a spacecraft. The evolution of the kinetic energy spectra of the particles measured at a given 
heliospheric location during a SEP event provides information of the acceleration mechanisms 
undergone by the particles once the processes of particle transport and particle release from their 
acceleration region have been properly deconvolved.  
Several functional forms have been adopted to describe the particle energy spectra integrated over 
the duration of a SEP event [e.g., 1, 2]. However, in order to determine the time history of the 
acceleration processes, an analysis of the precise temporal evolution of the energy spectra throughout 
the SEP event is required. This type of analysis shows how the energy spectra evolve from the onset of 
the event, when the most energetic particles arrive at the spacecraft, to later times when the energy 
spectra typically straighten into a power-law shape at low energies mostly in association with the 
arrival of IP shocks [e.g., 3, 4, 5]. Related to the processes of particle acceleration at IP shocks, the 
study of the energy spectra around the passage of shocks has revealed a broad range of energy spectra 
and diverse time evolutions that depend, among other factors, on the properties of the shocks [e.g., 6, 
7, 8, 9]. However, the shock parameters alone do not unequivocally determine the characteristics of 
the energetic particle enhancements observed in association with the passage of the shocks [10].  
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Here we pay attention to a recurrently observed peculiarity in intense SEP events associated with 
the passage of IP shocks. Long time intervals of at least ~12 hours are observed before the passage of 
the shocks showing flat proton energy spectra (in the energy range between ~50 keV and ~1 MeV) 
that only steepen when the shock approaches the spacecraft when low-energy proton intensities 
become more abundant than higher-energy intensities. We corroborate that those periods are 
commonly observed by a diversity of energetic particle instruments on board spacecraft located at ~1 
AU from the Sun. Therefore, unless all particle instruments have similar functional problems, this 
phenomenon results from an actual physical mechanism that culminates in the measurement of equal 
proton intensities at different energies. Since those periods occur when the traveling shock is still far 
from the spacecraft, we believe that the mechanism responsible for their observation is predominantly 
related to the processes of particle escape from the vicinity of the shock and their subsequent transport 
to the spacecraft, rather than the shock acceleration process itself.  
2.  Observations 
The Low-Energy Magnetic Spectrometer (LEMS120) telescope of the Electron Proton and Alpha 
Monitor (EPAM) on the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) measures ions between ~47 keV and 
4.8 MeV in eight differential energy channels [11]. The magnet or open (O) semi-conductor detector 
telescope (SST-O) of the Three-Dimensional Plasma and Energetic Particle Investigation (3DP) on 
board the Wind spacecraft measures ions from a few tens of keV up to 11 MeV [12, 13]. Neither 
ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 nor Wind/3DP/SST distinguish among protons, alpha particles and other ion 
species. We will assume that intensities measured by both instruments are dominated by protons and 
the contribution of alpha particles and heavy ions is small compared to that of protons. The Energetic 
Particle Sensor (EPS) on board the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) 
detects protons in eight energy intervals ranging from 0.8-4.2 MeV up to 200-500 MeV in the case of 
GOES-11 [14, 15]. The combination of the Low Energy Detector (LED) and High Energy Detector 
(HED) of the Energetic and Relativistic Nuclei and Electron (ERNE) experiment on board the Solar 
and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) provides proton intensities in the energy range from ~1 MeV 
to hundreds of MeV [16]. This assortment of energetic particle instruments allows us to build 
continuous proton energy spectra covering a broad range of energies starting just above ~50 keV.  
Figure 1 shows four intense SEP events where long-time intervals with flat energy spectra were 
observed. Each panel shows, from top to bottom, (i) proton intensities measured by (a-b) 
ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 and GOES-11/EPS and (c-d) ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 and SOHO/ERNE; (ii) 
the proton solar wind speed measured by the Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) 
on board ACE [17]; and (iii) the magnetic field magnitude as observed by the Magnetic Field 
Experiment on board ACE [18] (when gaps of ACE/SWEPAM data exist we overplot, using red dots, 
proton solar wind speed data from the Solar Wind Experiment (SWE) on board the Wind spacecraft 
[19] shifted to the time of the shock passage at ACE). Table 1 summarizes the main properties of the 
solar flares and plane-of-sky CME speeds associated with the origin of the SEP events included in this 
study as well as the arrival times of the associated IP shocks. The black vertical arrows in Figure 1 
indicate the time of the parent solar flares and the solid vertical lines the passage of IP shocks by the 
ACE spacecraft. The dashed vertical lines in panels (a) and (c) indicate the passage of the leading edge 
of the interplanetary counterpart of coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) as identified by Richardson and 
Cane [20]. 
The tilted gray rectangles in Figure 1 indicate the time intervals when flat low-energy proton 
spectra were observed. These periods are easily identifiable as those time-intervals when intensities at 
different energies overlap. We have indicated in panels (b) and (d) with dotted traces those periods 
when the low-energy channels of ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 showed contamination due to high-energy 
particles penetrating in the instrument that occurs mainly at the onset of the SEP events. In these two 
events (Figures 1b and 1d), the flat energy spectra period was observed when the contribution of these 
high-energy particles in the respective channels had already diminished. 
For the events in panels (a) and (b), the flat spectra were observed over the energy range from ~68 
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keV up to ~2-3 MeV starting several hours before the arrival of the shocks. Considering the average 
transit speed of the shock to travel from the Sun to 1 AU (last column in Table 1), at the time when 
these flat spectra started being observed, the shocks were located at ~0.5 and ~0.6 AU from the 
spacecraft for the events (a) and (b), respectively. Whereas in panel (a) flat spectra were observed 
almost up to the shock arrival, in panel (b) the intensities at different energies separated out as the 
shock approached the spacecraft resulting in steeper energy spectra at the time of the shock passage.  
For the event in panel (c), the flat-spectra period started ~17 hours before the shock passage, i.e. 
when the shock was still ~0.4 AU away from spacecraft (assuming that it propagated at the averaged 
transit speed quoted in Table 1). The flat spectra continued until the shock arrival even when low-
energy intensities were still increasing. The energy range over which these flat spectra were observed 
extended from ~50 keV up to ~0.5 MeV. 
For the event in panel (d), the flat spectra developed about ~17 hours after the onset of the event 
when low-energy particles gradually began to arrive at the spacecraft. However, the low-energy 
intensities started to separate about ~17 hours before the shock arrival (when the shock was ~0.3 AU 
away from the spacecraft considering that the shock propagated at the average transit speed quoted in 
Table 1).  
One may wonder whether the observation of these flat-spectra periods is due to an instrumental 
effect. Figure 2 shows the same set of events shown in Figure 1 but using Wind/3DP/SST-O data. The 
time-intensity profiles, the intensities at the different energy channels, and the periods with flat-spectra 
were similar as those observed by ACE/EPAM/LEMS120. Either, both instruments had a similar 
malfunction or the development of the flat-spectra periods responds to a real physical mechanism. 
 
 Table 1. Main properties of the solar flares and shocks associated with the selected SEP events 
  















Figs. 1(a)-2(a) 05/133/16:13 M8.0/2B N12E12 1689 135/02:11 1223 
Figs. 1(b)-2(b) 03/306/17:03 X8.3/2B S14W56 2598 308/05:59 1125 
Figs. 1(c)-2(c) 01/116/12:11 M7.8/2B N17W31 1006 118/04:31 1030 
Figs. 1(d)-2(d) 00/256/11:31 M1.0/2N S17W09 1550 259/03:59 645 
Fig. 3(a) 00/313/22:42 M7.4/1N N10W77 1738 315/06:19 1314 
Fig. 3(b) 78/266/09:47 /2B N35W50 - 268/07:18* 913 
Fig. 3(c) 98/273/13:08 M2.8/2N N23W81 - 275/06:53 995 
Fig. 3(d) 74/262/22:53 /2B N08W63 - 264/12:45* 1097 
Fig. 4(a) 12/147/~20:35 - N16W122 1966 149/02:48 1375 
Fig. 4(b) 11/080/02:15 - N16W130 1341 081/18:05 1043 









a CME plane-of-sky speed as reported in the catalog of CMEs observed by SOHO at 
cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/ 
*Time of a Sudden Storm Commencement used as a proxy for the time of IP shock passage 
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Figure 1. One-minute averages of the spin-averaged ion intensities measured by ACE/ 
EPAM/LEMS120 and of the proton intensities measured by GOES-11-EPS (panels a and b) 
and by SOHO/ERNE (panels c and d), together with the proton solar wind speed measured 
by ACE/SWEPAM and the magnetic field magnitude measured by the magnetic field 
experiment on board ACE. The black arrows indicate the occurrence of the solar eruption 
that generated the event at the longitude indicated below. The vertical solid lines indicate the 
passage of IP shocks, and the dashed vertical lines the leading edge of ICMEs. The tilted 
gray rectangles indicate the periods when flat spectra at low energies (<~1 MeV) were 
observed. The noisy 47-68 keV ion channel from ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 during the events 
in panels (a) and (b) has not been represented. The red dots in the solar wind panels indicate 
Wind/SWE data shifted to the time of the shock at ACE. 
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Figure 2. Wind/3DP/SST-O spin-averaged ion intensities for the same events shown in Figure 1. 
 
We have also performed a search for SEP events showing flat-spectra periods in historical data 
records. The Charged Particle Measurement Experiment (CPME) on board the Interplanetary 
Monitoring Platform (IMP-8) measured protons in ten differential channels over the energy range 
0.29-145 MeV [21]. The stack of detectors and the on-board logic allowed a distinction between 
proton, alpha, and Z³3 heavy ions. Alpha particle intensities were used to correct some of the proton 
channels that were also sensitive to alpha particles [21]. Figure 3 shows some of the SEP events 
selected within the IMP-8/CPME data set for which long-lasting flat-spectra periods were observed. 
The properties of the parent solar flares for these SEP events are listed in Table 1. The IMP-8 SEP 
events showing periods with flat spectra were also associated with the passage of IP shocks (in the 
column of Table 1 with the times of the shock passage, we have indicated with an asterisk those times 
when a Sudden Storm Commencement was used as a proxy for an IP shock passage instead of an 
actual shock observed in magnetic field and solar wind plasma data). Since IMP-8/CPME data do not 
reach the low proton energies measured by ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 and Wind/3DP/SST-O, the effects 
of the shock passage on the intensity-time profiles are not so accentuated as for the events shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. The flat spectra in the events in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) extended up to ~4.6 MeV, 
whereas for the events in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) they extended up to ~2 MeV, with intensities still 
increasing. Several hours before the shock arrival, proton intensities at different energies separated 
resulting in energy spectra that steepened. 
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Figure 3. 5.5-minute averages of proton intensities measured by IMP-8/CPME in four selected events. 
The solid vertical lines indicate the passage of the interplanetary shocks and the purple arrows the 
occurrence of the parent solar eruption as described in Table 1. Note that for the event in panel (c) two 
solar eruptions may be responsible for the SEP event and the IP shock as described in [22].  
 
More recent data sets also show some SEP events with flat-spectra periods. Figure 4 shows two 
SEP events observed by the suite of energetic particle instruments of the In-situ Measurements of 
Particles And CME Transients (IMPACT) on board the spacecraft A of the Solar TErrestrial RElations 
Observatory (STEREO-A) [23]. IMPACT consists of a series of telescopes; in particular, the Solar 
Electron and Proton Telescope (SEPT) that measures ions from ~60 to 6500 keV in 32 energy bins 
without distinguishing protons from alpha particles or other heavy ions [24], the Low-Energy 
Telescope (LET) that measures protons from 1.8 to ~15 MeV [25] and the High-Energy Telescope 
(HET) that measures protons from 13 to ~100 MeV [26]. It is important to mention that, similarly to 
ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 and Wind/3DP/SST-O, STEREO/SEPT ion channels might have some 
contamination by electrons and high-energy particles penetrating into the ion telescope apertures, 
especially at the onset of intense SEP events (as indicated in Figure 4). Moreover, during periods of 
reduced counts rates at low energies (such as in a flat-spectra period) but with significant ion fluxes 
above 2.2 MeV, limitations in the SEPT electronics produce extra counts in specific low-energy bins. 
These bins have not been included in Figure 4. Such caveats in the STEREO/SEPT data are described 
in detail in [27]. 
Figure 4 shows that, after the periods with possible contamination in the low-energy channels early 
in the events, flat-spectra developed prior to the arrival of the shocks. For the event in Figure 4(a), the 
flat energy spectra extended up to ~2 MeV with intensities still increasing. For the event in Figure 
4(b), a first period with flat-spectra starting on day ~80.5 and extending up to ~2 MeV was observed, 
when the lower energy channels were still contaminated by penetrating high-energy particles. Just 
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prior to the arrival of the shock in Figure 4(b), another flat-spectra interval was observed extending up 
to ~1 MeV with almost flat intensity-time profiles.  
 
 
Figure 4. One-minute averages of, from top to bottom, ion intensities averaged over the 
four telescopes of STEREO-A/SEPT and proton intensities as measured by STEREO-
A/LET and STEREO-A/HET, solar wind proton speed and magnetic field as measured by 
the Plasma and Suprathermal Ion Composition (PLASTIC) investigation [28] and the 
Magnetic Field Experiment on board STEREO-A [29]. The black arrows indicate the 
occurrence of the solar eruption that generated the event at the indicated longitude 
(longitude given with respect to STEREO-A, see [30]). The vertical solid lines indicate the 
passage of IP shocks, and the dashed vertical lines the leading edge of ICMEs. The gray 
tilted rectangles indicate the time intervals where the energy spectra at low energies flatten. 
3.  Discussion 
The examples shown in the previous section illustrate some of the SEP events where long-lasting 
periods (>12 h) with flat proton energy spectra (mostly at energies below 1 or 2 MeV) are observed. 
These SEP events tend to be intense and associated with the passage of interplanetary shocks. The flat-
spectra periods are usually observed prior to the arrival of the shocks when low-energy proton 
intensities are still increasing. The arrival of the shock is usually characterized by a subsequent 
intensity increase, where low-energy proton intensities show a more pronounced enhancement than the 
high-energy proton intensities, resulting in a steepening of the energy spectra.  
The continuous injection and acceleration of particles by the approaching traveling IP shock seems 
to be a common characteristic of these events. Hybrid simulations of particle acceleration at shocks, 
including processes produced by magnetic field fluctuations excited by the shock-accelerated particles 
propagating in the upstream region of the shocks, predict similar intensities of protons at different 
energies at a certain distance upstream of the shock [e.g., 31]. At small upstream distances from the 
shock, the lower the energy of the particles the more intense the event becomes, resulting in a softer 
energy spectrum (see Figure 1e in [31]). Whereas these simulations are consistent with the 
observations, the limited simulation domain of these models does not allow us to analyze how far from 
the shock and up to what energies these flat spectra can extend. 
As a matter of fact, the events analyzed in Section 2 show that the observation of these flat-spectra 
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periods starts when the shocks are still located at large distances downwind from the spacecraft and 
continues for a long-lasting interval. It is well-known that the observation of shock-accelerated 
particles by spacecraft located at 1 AU depends not only on the processes of particle acceleration at 
the approaching shock, but also on the particle release from the vicinity of the shock and the 
subsequent particle transport from the shock up to the spacecraft. Particle acceleration may start as 
soon as the shock forms close to the corona [32] and continues as the shock expands into the IP 
medium and passes the spacecraft at 1 AU [33]. The conditions of particle acceleration at the shock 
throughout all this time may vary, not only because shock properties change as the shock propagates 
but also because the spacecraft establishes magnetic connection with different regions of the shock 
where shock parameters and particle acceleration conditions vary as the shock expands toward the 
spacecraft [34]. Therefore, the flattening of these spectra intervals must be more a consequence of the 
processes of particle escape from the shock vicinity and particle transport toward the spacecraft rather 
than the varying processes of particle acceleration at the shock. 
Several models have been developed over the years to couple the propagation of IP shocks as a 
mobile source of shock-accelerated particles and the transport of SEPs in IP space [e.g., 35-41, and 
references therein]. Some of these models have been developed in earlier efforts that modeled 
simultaneous observations of SEP events by multiple spacecraft (i.e. Helios, ISEE-3 and IMP-8) [e.g., 
42, 34]. In particular, the models by Li et al. [38] and Hu et al. [39] included particle acceleration 
processes via the diffusive shock acceleration mechanism in a series of shells formed around the 
shock. These models predict hard energy spectra early in the SEP events as observed at 1 AU from the 
Sun that with time extend to low energies (as slower particles reach the spacecraft) and soften as the 
shock approaches 1 AU and becomes less and less efficient at accelerating particles to higher energies 
(cf., Figures 8-11 in [38] and Figures 9-10 in [39]). These models consider that, once particles escape 
from the shock vicinity where they are accelerated, their propagation in the upstream unperturbed 
solar wind is described by a focused-diffusion transport where the strength of the pitch-angle 
scattering processes is taken from a 2D-slab turbulence model conveniently scaled with radial distance 
and particle energy. The predicted energy spectrum integrated over time-intervals of different 
durations shows that early in the SEP events it may flatten with energy but quickly steepens after a 
few hours (e.g., ~6 hours after the shock initiation time in Figures 9-10 in [39]). The evolution of the 
energy spectra in such models depends on the combination of the particle acceleration processes at the 
region magnetically connected with the observer, the escape of particles from the shock complex, and 
the processes of particle transport in IP space. 
The flat-spectra periods shown in Section 2 are instantaneously observed (as opposite to integrated 
over time) and start not just after the onset of the SEP event but when the shocks are already located at 
some distance from the Sun (for example, at ~0.3-0.6 AU from the Sun for the events in Figures 1 and 
2). That the flat-spectra periods are observed in intense SEP events (all of them associated with fast 
CMEs, see Table 1), are of long duration (>12 h), and occur while particle intensities are still 
increasing, suggest that the intensity of the event and the way particles propagate from a strong shock 
able to inject a large number of particles toward the spacecraft play essential roles in the development 
of these flat spectra. 
The model of Ng et al. [41] coupled the evolution of the shock accelerated particles with that of 
Alfvén waves in the solar wind (where the wave growth depended on the momentum gradients of the 
particle populations and shock acceleration was represented by a continuous injection of particles with 
a prescribed temporal evolution and energy source spectra). This model predicts proton energy spectra 
that flatten at some energy below ~10 MeV and that can be observed only after a certain time has 
passed since the onset of the SEP event (e.g., Figures 6 and 9 in [41]). In this model, high-energy 
protons streaming outward from the shock amplify the pre-existing ambient Alfvén waves, in such a 
way that the slower low-energy protons, as well as energetic minor ions, find themselves traveling 
through resonant Alfvén waves previously amplified by the higher velocity protons. The process 
results in a self-regulatory mechanism where the waves amplified by the higher-energy protons control 
the transport of the lower-energy protons. The harder the spectra of the injected shock-accelerated 
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particles the faster the growth of the amplified waves, and hence the stronger the effect on the lower 
energy particle transport. The result is a retardation of the outward SEP transport by the moving region 
of amplified waves, generating regions of flat intensity spatial profiles behind this region but steep 
profiles in and ahead of this region. The measurement of a flat-energy spectrum by a distant spacecraft 
depends on how this region of amplified waves propagates, how the particle acceleration at the shock 
evolves, and how the waves are continuously amplified by the higher energy protons. The model, 
however, predicts flat-spectra intervals of short duration (e.g., Figure 8 in [41]) that contrast with the 
long-lasting periods shown in Section 2.  
Le Roux and Webb [43] developed a time-dependent focused transport model to investigate 
particle acceleration at fast IP shocks via first-order Fermi mechanism with a prescribed Alfvén wave 
spectrum upstream and across the shock to scatter the particles. A minimum particle speed is required 
for the particles traveling along the magnetic field to stay ahead of the traveling shock, which depends 
on the shock speed Vsh, the angle between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal θBn, and 
the particle speed along the magnetic field vµ (where µ is the particle pitch-angle and v is the particle 
speed). Whereas particles with vµ<(Vsh-Vsw)sec(θBn) cannot escape from the shock vicinity and 
participate in the acceleration processes, particles with vµ>(Vsh-Vsw)sec(θBn) are capable of moving 
forward along the magnetic field (where Vsw is the upstream solar wind speed). The result is that the 
energy spectra observed at some distance from the shock show (i) a deficit of particles at the energies 
corresponding to the shock speed, (ii) a flattening at higher energies corresponding to particle speeds 
and pitch-angles µ such that their escape from the shock vicinity is impeded, and (iii) a decrease at 
even higher intensities (e.g., Figure 3a in [43]). The arrival of the shock is then characterized by a 
steepening of the energy spectra coinciding with the arrival of the particles confined in the shock 
vicinity. Note that the temporal evolution of Vsh and θBn, as well as the varying conditions for particle 
scattering close to the shock during the transit of the shock from the Sun to 1 AU lead to different 
conditions for particle escape from the shock vicinity. Therefore, this mechanism needs to include this 
variability to be consistent with the long-lasting flat spectra observed in multiple events. 
According to these models, both the capability of the particles to escape from the shock vicinity 
and the interactions undergone by the particles during their transport to the spacecraft are at the root of 
the observation of these flat-spectra periods. The amplification of waves by high-energy particles 
seems to play an essential role in the transport of the lower energy particles [41]. Most of the SEP 
events exhibiting flat-energy spectra shown in Section 2 are intense and associated with solar 
eruptions capable of generating >100 MeV protons. However, for the SEP events shown in Figures 
1(c) and 4(a), the contribution of high-energy particles was minimal. In most cases, the flat-spectra 
periods were observed when the high-energy intensities had already declined suggesting that, if they 
were the cause of the amplification of the resonating Alfvén waves, those were generated earlier in the 
event and did not decay throughout the event. We note that the presence of these amplified waves did 
not limit the intensities measured at 1 AU, since in most of the cases particle intensities continued to 
increase even when flat energy spectra were observed. 
The elevated intensities and the presence of high-energy protons do not seem to be conditions 
necessary for the observation of flat-spectra at low energies. For example, Figure 5 shows an intense 
SEP event measured by ACE/EPAM/LEMS120 and GOES-13 with elevated intensities (even higher 
than those of the events shown in Section 2) and where even ~400 MeV protons were observed. The 
origin of the shock in this event may be related to two consecutive solar eruptions [44], and the 
elevated proton intensities might have resulted from the passage of a pre-existing IP shock early on 
day 67 [45]. It is possible that the pre-conditioning of the ambient medium may inhibit the 
amplification of Alfvén waves [46] and hence prevent the formation of SEP flat spectra. Therefore, the 
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Figure 5. Five-minute averages of spin-
averaged ion intensities measured by ACE/ 
EPAM/LEMS120 and of proton intensities as 
measured by GOES-13-SEM during an 
intense SEP event in March 2012, together 
with the proton solar wind speed as measured 
by Wind/SWE and the magnetic field 
magnitude as measured by the magnetic field 
experiment on board ACE. The purple 
arrows indicate the occurrence of the solar 
eruptions that generated the event at the 
longitude indicated below. The vertical solid 
lines indicate the passage of interplanetary 
shocks, and the dashed vertical line the 
leading edge of an ICME.  
4.  Conclusions 
The goal of this paper is to highlight the peculiarity of long-lasting periods with flat energy spectra 
observed in intense SEP events associated with the passage of IP shocks, especially at low-energies, 
from about ~50 keV up to about ~1 MeV. The processes by which shock-accelerated particles 
propagate from the shock toward the observer are likely the dominant causes for the formation of these 
flat-spectra periods, where the amplification of Alfvén waves supposedly plays a substantial role. A 
straightforward question to ask concerns the extension of these spectra to energies below the lower 
thresholds of the energetic particle instruments, i.e. whether these spectra continue flat to energies 
below ~50 keV, or their intensities rise with decreasing energy up to the more abundant thermal 
particle intensities. Extended measurements of proton distributions from solar wind thermal through 
suprathermal energies for this type of events will be analyzed in future works. 
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